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Infectection Control Hospital Epidemiology. (2016, June). 

How Much do Needlestick Injuries Cost? 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4890345/

According to a Infection Control Hospital 

Epidemiology study, the average cost of a 

needle injury internationally is $747
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HCP susceptibility

Loss of productivity in staff

Treating patient infections

NSIs generate significant direct, indirect, 

potential, and intangible reparations
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The cost of 
needlestick injuries
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They “wobble” during threadingX

The syringe-side is cut diagonally, which often 

glances off the top of the capsule requiring re-

threading or wasteful needle replacement

Increases anxiety when the system is dropped or 

knocked on to the ground during the procedure

The cost of injury is high

Can be unsafe during assembly and disassembly 

because it’s sharp on both ends
X

X

X
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Issues with traditional 
needles
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Meet the most advanced 

needle system

Our flagship product elevates the patient 

experience by minimizing the pain and 

anxiety associated with injections while 

ensuring protection and efficiency from 

assembly to disposal.
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The most advanced needle system

Utilizes a unique, self-

contained protective sheath

Reduces the risk of 

needlestick injuries

Meets OSHA standards for 

engineering control

Promotes staff and patient 

comfort around needles

SimpleCAP
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Let’s break it down
SimpleCAP

• The threading built right into the hub so that the needle 
glides and becomes tight ONLY when it bottoms out.

• It’s clear when the needle is and is NOT secure.

• You can safety align and assemble without 
fear of scraping or pricking.

• The bevel is much sharper which ensures connection 
with the capsule without glancing or bending.

• The patented sheath and locking technology has only ONE method of operation.

• The needle is hidden and shielded, which reduces the patient’s anxiety.
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Let’s break it down
SimpleCAP
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Usage
SimpleCAP

Click To View SimpleCAP Training Videos Click To View Usage Instructions

https://www.verenasolutions.com/simplecap-training
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5f75ecd94365dcee4810f094/604015f592f0b84f83067512_v8-binder.pdf

